Fired warehouse workers hold Walmart accountable

By Blake Deppe

After a Walmart warehouse in Elwood, Ill., violated the “ethics” policy of the big box giant and deprived workers of pay they had earned, the employees sued for wage theft. Walmart, instead of pressing the contractor it hired to run the warehouse to pay its workers, promptly fired all employees.

Determined not to take it lying down, workers showed up Feb. 17 to fight back at a newly opened Chicago Walmart Express. And they brought with them a host of supporters from the public, including community, business, and political leaders.

After working a full shift Dec. 29, 65 warehouse workers were hit with the news that they were fired, effective immediately.

The warehouse operator, Schneider Logistics, cancelled its contract with the temp agency Eclipse Staffing, after the workers filed a lawsuit against Walmart.

Warehouse Workers for Justice, a worker-led organization that has risen up in response to wage theft, and Chicago Neighborhoods First, a coalition of labor, community, and business leaders, stood in front of the West Loop Walmart, together with members of the United Food and Commercial Workers, to deliver an official complaint.

The demonstrators split into two groups: some entered the store where they handed out leaflets to customers inside while others threw up a picket line outside. Their cries of “Walmart, shame on you” rung out as they paraded in front of the new, well-appointed showcase store.

“We were not getting paid what we were promised when we were hired,” said worker Leticia Rodriguez. “We were fired without notice, so we couldn’t plan ahead.” That added insult to injury, and as a result, she said, she and other workers had nowhere to turn. “We can’t make ends meet now,” she said.

Worker Roberto Gutierrez remarked that the group’s reasons for protesting Walmart were more than justified. “I was fired with a check that said ‘$4.62 an hour.’ It also said that I only worked 12
Workers feel that Walmart's anti-union stance is a constant and strong contributor to the inhumane conditions they have experienced. 

Expect a bitter fight on the budget

By PW Editorial Board

A range of progressive groups are pointing to key positive directions in President Obama’s 2013 budget. Top among them, in our view, are the plan to invest more than $350 billion in job-creating measures, and the moves to tax the rich to pay for it.

Make no mistake: these are going to be the core battleground issues for the Republican right. Their number one priority is to defend the super-rich, and to oppose any government spending for the public good.

Other important elements include new funding for child care, community college programs, college affordability, and teacher training and compensation.

Tax-the-rich measures include ending the 2001 and 2003 Bush tax cuts for the super-rich.

Business Week moans: “Under Obama’s plan some taxpayers [meaning those with the top incomes] would pay 43.4 percent in federal taxes on their dividends next year. That’s almost triple what they now pay and comes on top of corporate taxes.”

We say, “It’s about time.” But Republicans, ever in the service of the wealthy and corporate CEOs, will be saying, “No way.” In the coming months, as Congress debates the actual appropriations bills that will implement spending for the next year, the Republicans will be fighting tooth-and-nail to block these measures.

There are many other positive aspects of Obama’s budget, including measures to promote a green economy - which are also job-creating.

There are also negatives, as others have pointed out. These include cuts in federal workers’ pensions, and a 14 percent cut for some important social programs. Such cuts, the president said, were not his preference but an attempt to deal with the budget cutting requirements of the Budget Control Act - a bill passed last year at the height of the right-wing deficit/budget-slashing campaign.

Meanwhile, many of the cuts in military spending are really just cuts in planned increases, not “real” cuts.

Both the positives and the negatives of the budget plan underscore the need for greater organizing and action by working class people to demand that Congress passes funding for these job-creation and tax-the-rich measures, and more,; and to defeat the reactionary Republicans at the polls in November.
Republican “Mad Men” infuriate women yet again

By Susan Webb

Foster Friess, the billionaire backer of Rick Santorum’s campaign, stunned MSNBC’s Andrea Mitchell yesterday when he said, “Back in my day, they used Bayer aspirin for contraceptives. The gals put it between their knees and it wasn’t that costly.”

Mitchell responded: “Excuse me, I’m just trying to catch my breath from that, Mr. Friess, frankly.”

She told MSNBC, “As we watch what is happening here on Capitol Hill from a panel of men talking about health care choices for women and the comment on your show yesterday about using aspirin between your knees for contraception, I feel like I’m waking up on a set of the “Mad Men.”

She was referring GOP Rep. Darryl Issa’s hearings on birth control yesterday, where the first five witnesses were all men, including Lutheran and Baptist clergymen, an Orthodox rabbi and a Roman Catholic bishop. Issa refused to let Democrats call any witnesses.


Posner reports, “All of Issa’s witnesses are opposed to the contraception coverage requirement and are testifying about Issa’s framing of the hearing: that it’s about religious freedom, not health care.”

Maloney said, “What I want to know is, where are the women? I look at this panel, and I don’t see one single individual representing the tens of millions of women across the country who want and need insurance coverage for basic preventive health care services, including family planning.

Where are the women?”

Rep. Elijah Cummings, D-Md., the ranking Democratic member of the committee and the son of two Pentecostal ministers, accused Issa of “promoting a conspiracy theory that the federal government is conducting a ‘war’ on religion.” Cummings added, “The pill has had a profound impact on [women’s] wellbeing.”

One of the witnesses Issa refused to allow the Democrats to call was Sandra Fluke, a law student at Georgetown University, a prominent Catholic institution.

Fluke said she would have testified about Georgetown students who are denied birth control coverage, including a woman who lost an ovary because she was denied coverage for a pill needed not for contraception but for medical purposes, Posner reports. As a result the woman, now 32 years old, is experiencing early menopause, threatening her ability to have children.

Issa claimed Fluke was “not qualified” to testify. Fluke commented, “Women impacted by the [policy] are the most qualified to speak.” Those voices, she said, “were silenced today.”

Rep. Gerald Connolly, D-Va., told Issa’s approved witnesses that they were being “used for a political agenda” directed against President Obama. “Today’s hearing is a sham, a shameful exercise,” Connolly said.
Ohio students form state association

By Stuart McIntyre

In late January, students from across Ohio gathered here for a weekend to form a statewide organization. Despite an untimely snowstorm that kept many from attending, about 100 Ohio college students participated. Between meeting new friends, eating delicious pizza, and talking about politics, we actually got a whole lot done.

We formed a number of committees, agreed on a plan to make March 1 a national day of action for education and set up a statewide network. On Saturday morning, we wiped the snow off our shoes, hung up our coats and sat down to hammer out details. It wasn’t easy, yet, Sunday when we left after a short rally, we were the Ohio Student Association! We had formed a union for Ohio students!

From our numerous discussions, it became clear that the issues students face are tied to the corporate power structure that runs our state and that we cannot build student power without working together across the state, as well as forming coalitions with others with similar problems. Our main goals include more democracy in our universities and taking on the outrageous costs of education for ordinary families.

The Ohio Student Association came about because a group of passionate students decided that they were tired of searching for individual solutions for collective problems. It was difficult at times, but mostly it was just really exciting. Organize your campus. Build coalitions, and work together. Talk about what unites you rather than what divides you.